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Abstract
Given a set D of positive integers, the distance graph G(Z,D) has vertices all integers Z, and two
vertices j and j ′ in Z are adjacent if and only if |j − j ′| ∈ D. This paper determines the circular
chromatic numbers of some distance graphs.
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1. Introduction
The circular chromatic number of a graph is a natural generalization of the chromatic
number, introduced byVince [12] under the name “star chromatic number” of a graph.Given
two positive integers p and q such that p2q, a (p, q)-coloring of a graph G = (V ,E)
is a mapping  from V to {0, 1, . . . , p − 1}, such that ‖(x) − (y)‖pq for any edge
xy ∈ E, where ‖a‖p=min{|a|, p−|a|}. The circular chromatic number c(G) of G is the
inﬁmum of the ratios p/q for which there exist (p, q)-colorings of G. It is obvious that a
(p, 1)-coloring of a graph is simply an ordinary p-coloring of G. It was proved in [12] that
(G) − 1< c(G)(G) for any graph G. Thus c(G) can be viewed as a reﬁnement of
(G), and it contains more information about the structure of the graph. It is usually much
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more difﬁcult to determine the circular chromatic number of a graph than to determine its
chromatic number.
The fractional chromatic of a graph is another well-known variation of the chromatic
number. Let G be a graph. A fractional coloring of G is a mapping c from (G), the set of
all independent sets ofG, to the interval [0, 1] such that∑x∈I∈(G) c(I )1 for all vertices x
inG. The fractional chromatic number f(G) ofG is the inﬁmum of the value
∑
I∈(G) c(I )
of a fractional coloring c of G.
For any graph G, it is well-known that
max
{
(G),
|V (G)|
(G)
}
f(G)c(G)c(G) = (G). (1)
Given a setD of positive integers, the distance graphG(Z,D) has vertices all integers Z,
and two vertices j and j ′ in Z are adjacent if and only if |j − j ′| ∈ D.We callD the distance
set. The fractional chromatic number, circular chromatic number, chromatic number, and
clique number of a distance graph G(Z,D) are denoted by f(Z,D), c(Z,D), (Z,D),
and (Z,D), respectively.
Theproblemof determining(Z,D) for different types of distance setsDhas been studied
extensively (see [2–6,8,10,11,13,14]). Recently c(Z,D) for several types of distance sets
D has also been investigated (see [1,2,7,18,19]).
Throughout this paper, m, k and s will be positive integers. Put Dm,k,s = {1, 2, . . . , m}\
{k, 2k, . . . , sk}. And for 0 ik − 1, let Dm,[k,sk+i] denote the set {1, 2, . . . , m}\{k, k +
1, . . . , sk + i}.
By combining several results in [7,11,19], we obtain the following three theorems.
Theorem 1.1. If m<(s + 1)k, then
(Z,Dm,k,s)= f(Z,Dm,k,s)= c(Z,Dm,k,s)= k.
Theorem 1.2. If m(s + 1)k, then f(Z,Dm,k,s)= (m+ sk + 1)/(s + 1).
Theorem 1.3. Suppose m(s + 1)k. Let d = gcd(k,m + sk + 1). If d = 1 and d
(s+1)(m+ sk+1) then c(Z,Dm,k,s)= (m+ sk+2)/(s+1); otherwise c(Z,Dm,k,s)=
(m+ sk + 1)/(s + 1).
Clearly, by (1), one can easily calculate the chromatic number ofG(Z,Dm,k,s). The fol-
lowing four theorems, which can be found in [15], are about the distance graphs
G(Z,Dm,[k,sk+i]) with s = 1 and 1 ik − 1.
Theorem 1.4. If m< 2k and 0 ik − 1, then
(Z,Dm,[k,k+i])= f(Z,Dm,[k,k+i])= c(Z,Dm,[k,k+i])= k.
Theorem 1.5. If 2km< 2k + 2i and 1 ik − 1, then
f(Z,Dm,[k,k+i])= c(Z,Dm,[k,k+i])=
m+ 1
2
.
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Theorem 1.6. If m2k + 2i and 1 ik − 1, then
f(Z,Dm,[k,k+i])=
m+ k + 1
2
.
Theorem 1.7. Suppose m2k + 2i and 1 ik − 1. Let d = gcd(k,m+ k + 1).
(a) If 2|(m+ k + 1) but 2d(m+ k + 1), then
m+ k + 1
2
+ 1
3
c(Z,Dm,[k,k+i])
m+ k + 2
2
,
(b) if d = 1 and 2(m+ k + 1), then
m+ k
2
+ 2
3
c(Z,Dm,[k,k+i])
m+ k + 2
2
,
(c) otherwise, c(Z,Dm,[k,k+i])= m+k+12 .
Using the above Theorems, one can easily obtain (Z,Dm,[k,k+i]) for 1 ik − 1.
For s2, the fractional chromatic number, chromatic number, and circular chromatic
number of G(Z,Dm,[k,sk+i]) were also investigated by Lam and Lin [9].
Theorem 1.8 (Chang et al. [1]). If D = {1, 2, . . . , m, n}, with 1m<n, then
f(Z,D)= c(Z,D)=
{
m+ 1 if n /≡ 0 (modm+ 1),
m+ 1+ 1/k if n= k(m+ 1).
Theorem 1.9 (Chang et al. [1]). If D = {q, q + 1, . . . , p}, with qp, then
f(Z,D)= c(Z,D)= 1+ p/q.
In Section 2, we prove that under the conditions of Theorem 1.7 (b), c(Z,Dm,[k,k+i])=
(m+ k + 2)/2. Section 3 deals with the distance graphs with the distance sets of the form
{l, l + 1, . . . , m}\{k, 2k, . . . , sk} (denoted by D[l,m],k,s), where 2 lk and msk. For
s = 1, we completely determine the fractional chromatic number and circular chromatic
number of G(Z,D[l,m],k,s). And the result for s2 is also obtained in Section 3.
2. c(Z,Dm,[k,k+i])
In this section, we determine the circular chromatic number of G(Z,Dm,[k,k+i]) under
the condition of Theorem 1.7 (b).
For brevity, throughout this paper, we denote the subgraph of G(Z,Dm,[k,k+i]) induced
by {i, i + 1, i + 2, . . . , j} as G[i, j ], where D will change with the problem we consider.
If i = 0, we simply write G[i, j ] as Gj .
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Lemma 2.1 (Zhu [16]). If G has a circular chromatic number p/q (where p and q are
relatively prime), then p |V (G)|, and any (p, q)-coloring c of G is an onto mapping from
V (G) to {0, 1, . . . , p − 1}.
The following lemma is a slight modiﬁcation of Lemma 2.7 in [15].
Lemma 2.2. Suppose m2k + 2i and 1 ik − 1. Let d = gcd(k,m+ k + 1). If d = 1
and 2(m+ k + 1), then c(G2m+k+1) ∈ {(m+ k)/2+ 23 , (m+ k)/2+ 1}.
Proof. Weﬁrst prove that c(G2m+k+1)> (m+k+1)/2. Since (Gm+k)=2, c(G2m+k+1)
c(Gm+k)(m+ k+ 1)/2. Suppose to the contrary that c(G2m+k+1)= (m+ k+ 1)/2.
Let Hj denote the subgraph of G2m+k+1 induced by {j, j + 1, . . . , j + m + k} for
0jm+ k + 1. Clearly, (Hj )= 2 and c(Hj )(m+ k + 1)/2 for 0jm+ 1. Let
c be a (m + k + 1, 2)-coloring of G2m+k+1. Then c(Hj ) is an (m + k + 1, 2)-coloring
of Hj for 0jm + 1. Since m + k + 1 and 2 are relatively prime, by Lemma 2.1,
every (m + k + 1, 2)-coloring of Hj(0jm + k + 1) is onto and hence one-to-one.
Consequently, c(j) = c(j + m + k + 1) for each j = 0, 1, . . . , m. We now prove that for
each j ∈ S={0, 1, . . . , m+k}, the only possible vertices in S having the colors c(j)+1 or
c(j)−1 are j +k and j −k (where addition and minus are taken under modulom+k+1).
For 0jk− 1, because c(j)= c(j +m+ k+ 1), the only possible vertices that may be
colored by c(j)+ 1 or c(j)− 1 are j + k andm+ 1+ j (note thatm+ 1+ jm+ k and
m + 1 + j ≡ j − k (modm + k + 1)). For kjm, because c(j) = c(j + m + k + 1)
and the result for 0jk− 1, the only possible vertices in S having the colors c(j)+ 1 or
c(j)−1 are j+k and j−k. The remaining case form+1jm+k follows immediately.
Consider the circulant graph C(m + k + 1, k) with vertex set S, and in which vertex j
is adjacent to vertex j ′ if and only if j ′ ≡ j + k or j − k (modm + k + 1). It follows
from the discussion in the preceding paragraph that two vertices x and y in S satisfy c(x)=
c(y) ± 1 only if xy is an edge of the circulant graph C(m + k + 1, k). Since c(Gm+k)
is a (m + k + 1, 2)-coloring of Gm+k , there exists an ordering x0, x1, x2, . . . , xm+k of
V (Gm+k) such that c(xi)= i for 0 im+ k. Therefore, X = (x0, x1, x2, . . . , xm+k, x0)
is a cycle in C(m+ k+ 1, k). However, since gcd(m+ k+ 1, k)= d = 1, C(m+ k+ 1, k)
is the disjoint union of d cycles of length (m + k + 1)/d. This is a contradiction. Thus
c(G2m+k+1)> (m+ k + 1)/2.
Suppose c(G2m+k+1)= p/q, where p and q are relatively prime. Then, by Lemma 2.1,
p2m+ k+ 2. Since p/q > (m+ k+ 1)/2, if q4 then p> 2m+ k+ 2, a contradiction.
Thus q3. Recall that G(Z,Dm,[k,k+i]) is a subgraph of G(Z,Dm,k,1), by Theorem 1.3,
c(Z,Dm,[k,k+i])c(Z,Dm,k,1)(m+k+2)/2. If q=2 thenp/q must be (m+k+2)/2.
If q = 3 then
m+ k + 1
2
<
p
3
<
m+ k + 2
2
.
Thus,
3(m+ k)
2
+ 3
2
<p<
3(m+ k)
2
+ 3.
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Since p is an integer,
p = 3(m+ k)
2
+ 2 and p
q
= c(G2m+k+1)=
m+ k
2
+ 2
3
.
We conclude that
c(G2m+k+1) ∈
{
m+ k
2
+ 2
3
,
m+ k + 2
2
}
. 
Theorem 2.3. Supposem2k+ 2i and 1 ik− 1. Let d = gcd(k,m+ k+ 1). If d = 1
and 2(m+ k + 1), then c(Z,Dm,[k,k+i])= (m+ k + 2)/2.
Proof. For simplicity, letm∗=m+k+1 and =(m+k)/2. Consider the subgraphGm∗+m
of G(Z,Dm,[k,k+i]). By Lemma 2.2,
c(Gm∗+m) ∈
{
m+ k
2
+ 2
3
,
m+ k + 2
2
}
.
If we can prove that
c(Gm∗+m)>
m+ k
2
+ 2
3
,
then it follows from Lemma 2.2 that
c(Gm∗+m)=
m+ k + 2
2
.
Following we shall prove that
c(Gm∗+m)>
m+ k
2
+ 2
3
= 3+ 2
3
. 
Suppose to the contrary that c(Gm∗+m) = (3 + 2)/3. Let c be a (3 + 2, 3)-coloring
of Gm∗+m (this coloring c always exists). By Lemma 2.1, c is an onto coloring, that is the
coloring uses every color. For j = 0, 1, . . . , 3+ 1, letXj = c−1(j) and Yj =Xj ∪Xj+1 ∪
Xj+2, where+’s in subscripts are taken modulo 3+ 2. Clearly each Yj is an independent
set of Gm∗+m. For 0a <bm∗ +m, let Xj [a, b] =Xj ∩ [a, b], Yj [a, b] = Yj ∩ [a, b],
and xj [a, b] = |Xj [a, b]|, yj [a, b] = |Yj [a, b]|.
It is not difﬁcult to prove that, for any 0um + 1, (G[u, u + m∗ − 1]) = 2 and
(G[u, u + m∗]) = 3. Furthermore, it is easy to see that G[u, u + m∗] has exactly two
independent sets of order 3, say, {u, u + k, u + m∗} and {u, u + m + 1, u + m∗}, both
containing u and u+m∗.
Claim A. For any 0um+ 1 and any 0j3+ 1, xj [u, u+m∗ − 1]1.
Proof. Assume to the contrary that there exist some u and some j0 such that xj0 [u, u+m∗−
1]2. Since (G[u, u+m∗ − 1])= 2, we conclude that yj0 [u, u+m∗ − 1]2. It follows
from the deﬁnition of Yj that Xj0+1 = Xj0+2 = ∅. We now give a (3 + 2)/3-coloring
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of G[u, u+m∗ − 1] as follows: f (w)= j if w ∈ Yj0+3j , for j = 1, 2, . . . , (3+ 2)/3.
However, G[u, u + m∗ − 1] has independence number 2, and hence (G[u, u + m∗ −
1])m∗/2> (3+ 2)/3. This is a contradiction. 
Claim B. For any 0um and any 0j3+ 1, either xj [u, u+m∗]1 or xj [u, u+
m∗] = 2 and Xj [u, u+m∗] = {u, u+m∗}.
Proof. By Claim A, xj [u, u + m∗]2. Suppose to the contrary that there exist some u
and some j such that xj [u, u+m∗] = 2, but Xj [u, u+m∗] = {u, u+m∗}. It follows that
xj [u, u + m∗] = xj [u, u + m∗ − 1] = 2 (or =xj [u + 1, u + m∗] = 2), which contradicts
Claim A. 
Claim C. For any 0um, let  be the number of integers j such that yj [u, u+m∗]= 3.
Then 2. Furthermore, there are at most − 2 integers j such that yj [u, u+m∗]1.
Proof. Clearly, we have
∑3+1
j=0 yj [u, u + m∗]2(3 + 2) + . However, in the sum∑3+1
j=0 yj [u, u + m∗], each vertex of G[u, u + m∗] is counted 3 times. Hence 3(m∗ +
1)2(3+ 2)+. That is, 3m+ 3k+ 63m+ 3k+ 4+. It follows from this inequality
that Claim C holds. 
Claim D. For any 0um, if xj [u, u+m∗]1 holds for each j = 0, 1, . . . , 3+ 1 then
there exists some j0 such that yj0 [u, u+m∗] = yj0+1[u, u+m∗] = 3. Furthermore,
Xj0+1[u, u+m∗] ∪Xj0+2[u, u+m∗] = {u, u+m∗},
Xj0 [u, u+m∗] ∪Xj0+3[u, u+m∗] = {u+ k, u+m+ 1},
xj0+3t+1[u, u+m∗] = 0, (t = 1, 2, . . . , ),
xj0+3t [u, u+m∗] = 1, (t = 1, 2, . . . , ),
xj0+3t+2[u, u+m∗] = 1, (t = 0, 1, . . . , − 1).
Proof. Since each independent set of G[u, u+m∗] with three vertices must contain both
u and u + m∗, if 1< |c(u) − c(u + m∗)|< 3 + 1 then at most one yj [u, u + m∗] equal
to 3, which contradicts to Claim C. As for each j, xj [u, u + m∗]1, we conclude that
|c(u)− c(u+m∗)| = 1 or (3+ 1). Without loss of generality, assume
Xj0+1[u, u+m∗] ∪Xj0+2[u, u+m∗] = {u, u+m∗}.
Now it is not difﬁcult to see that only yj0 [u, u+m∗] and yj0+1[u, u+m∗] can be 3.And so,
Xj0 [u, u+m∗] ∪Xj0+3[u, u+m∗] = {u+ k, u+m+ 1}.
By Claim C, yj [u, u+m∗] = 2 for all j = j0, j0 + 1. This implies that
xj0+3t+1[u, u+m∗] = 0, (t = 1, 2, . . . , ),
xj0+3t [u, u+m∗] = 1, (t = 1, 2, . . . , ),
xj0+3t+2[u, u+m∗] = 1, (t = 0, 1, . . . , − 1). 
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For any 0um, if there exists some j0 such that xj0 [u, u+m∗]= 2 then, by Claim B,
for each j = j0, xj0 [u, u+m∗]1. If both ‖c(u+k)−j0‖3+2 and ‖c(u+m+1)−j0‖3+2
are greater than 2 then yj [u, u+m∗]2 for all 0j3+ 1.A contradiction to Claim C.
Thus at least one of ‖c(u+ k)− j0‖3+2 and ‖c(u+m+ 1)− j0‖3+2 is less than or equal
to 2. If ‖c(u+ k)− j0‖3+2 (or ‖c(u+m+ 1)− j0‖3+2) is greater than 2 then we shall
derive contradictions. If ‖c(u + k) − j0‖3+2 = 2 then it is evident that there is only one
yj [u, u+m∗] equals 3, which contradicts to ClaimC.Thus ‖c(u+k)−j0‖3+2=1.Without
loss of generality, assume c(u+k)=j0+1. Then yj0 [u, u+m∗]=yj0−1[u, u+m∗]=3, and
for all j = j0−1, j0, yj [u, u+m∗]=2 (by Claim C). It follows that xj0+2[u, u+m∗]=0,
xj0+3[u, u+m∗] = xj0+4[u, u+m∗] = 1, and xj0+5[u, u+m∗] = 0, xj0+6[u, u+m∗] =
xj0+7[u, u + m∗] = 1, and so on. But this is a contradiction since the number of colors is
3+2. Therefore, ‖c(u+k)−j0‖3+2 and ‖c(u+m+1)−j0‖3+2 are all less than or equal
to 2.As u+k is adjacent to u+m+1, ‖c(u+k)−c(u+m+1)‖3. This implies that either
‖c(u+ k)− j0‖3+2=‖c(u+m+ 1)− j0‖3+2= 2 or ‖c(u+ k)− j0‖3+2= 2 (or 1) and
‖c(u+m+1)−j0‖3+2=1 (or 2). If the ﬁrst case occurs then we have {c(u+k), c(u+m+
1)}= {j0− 2, j0+ 2} and yj0−2[u, u+m∗]= yj0 [u, u+m∗]= 3. If the second case occurs
then, without loss of generality, we may assume {c(u+ k), c(u+m+1)}={j0−2, j0+1}
and yj0−2[u, u+m∗] = yj0−1[u, u+m∗] = yj0 [u, u+m∗] = 3. We describe these in the
following two Claims.
Claim E. For any 0um, if there is some j0 such that xj0 [u, u + m∗] = 2 and
{c(u+ k), c(u+m+ 1)} = {j0 − 2, j0 + 2}, then
Xj0 [u, u+m∗] = {u, u+m∗},
Xj0−2[u, u+m∗] ∪Xj0+2[u, u+m∗] = {u+ k, u+m+ 1},
xj0+3t+1[u, u+m∗] = 0, (t = 0, 1, . . . , ),
xj0+3t [u, u+m∗] = 1, (t = 0, 1, . . . , ),
xj0+3t+2[u, u+m∗] = 1, (t = 0, 1, . . . , − 1).
The proof of Claim E is similar to that of Claim D, so we omit it here.
Claim F. For any 0um, if there is some j0 such that xj0 [u, u + m∗] = 2 and
{c(u+ k), c(u+m+ 1)} = {j0 − 2, j0 + 1}, then
Xj0 [u, u+m∗] = {u, u+m∗},
Xj0−2[u, u+m∗] ∪Xj0+1[u, u+m∗] = {u+ k, u+m+ 1}
and there exists some integer 1 t0 such that
xj0+3t+1[u, u+m∗] = 1, (t = 0, 1, . . . , t0 − 1),
xj0+3t+1[u, u+m∗] = 0, (t = t0, t0 + 1, . . . , ),
xj0+3t [u, u+m∗], (t = 1, 2, . . . , ),
xj0+3t+2[u, u+m∗] = 0, (t = 0, 1, . . . , − 1),
xj0+3t+2[u, u+m∗] = 1, (t = t0, t0 + 1, . . . , − 1).
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Proof. Clearly we have yj [u, u+m∗] = 3 if j = j0 − 2, j0 − 1, j0 and yj [u, u+m∗]2
if j = j0 − 2, j0 − 1, j0. By Claim C, there is at most one yj [u, u + m∗] equal to 1. If
there is no such yj [u, u+m∗] then one can derive a contradiction to the number of colors
of c. Thus we conclude that there is precisely one yj [u, u+m∗] equal to 1. Then Claim F
follows from the similar argument in the proof of Claim D. 
By Claim B, for each 0um, there is at most one xj [u, u+m∗] equal to 2. Thus for a
concrete u, exactly one of the cases of Claims D–F holds. We now prove that if Claim D or
Claim E holds for u (0um−1) then Claim Fmust hold for u+1. First, if ClaimD holds
for u then there exists some j0 such thatXj0+1[u, u+m∗]∪Xj0+2[u, u+m∗]={u, u+m∗}
and Xj0 [u, u+m∗] ∪Xj0+3[u, u+m∗] = {u+ k, u+m+ 1}. Suppose c(u)= j0 + 1 and
c(u+m∗)= j0 + 2. (The case when c(u)= j0 + 2 and c(u+m∗)= j0 + 1 can be treated
similarly.) For u+ 1, if Claim D holds then it is not difﬁcult to see that c(u+ 1+m∗)must
be j0 + 1 or j0 − 1. Because u + 1 + m∗ is adjacent to u + m∗ and c(u + m∗) = j0 + 2,
c(u+1+m∗) cannot be j0+1.Thus c(u+1+m∗)=j0−1.This implies that c(u+1)=j0−2.
But this is a contradiction since c(u + k) = j0 or c(u + m + 1) = j0 and u + 1 is adja-
cent to both u + k and u + m + 1. If Claim E holds for u + 1 then it is not difﬁcult to
see that c(u + 1 + m∗) must be j0. This is a contradiction since c(u + m∗) = j0 + 2 and
u + 1 + m∗ is adjacent to u + m∗. It follows that Claim F must hold for u + 1. Second,
if Claim E holds for u then there exists some j0 such that Xj0 [u, u + m∗] = {u, u + m∗}
and Xj0−2[u, u + m∗] ∪ Xj0+2[u, u + m∗] = {u + k, u + m + 1}. For u + 1, if Claim D
holds then it is not difﬁcult to see that c(u + 1 + m∗) must be j0 + 1 or j0 − 1. This is
a contradiction since c(u + m∗) = j0 and u + 1 + m∗ is adjacent to u + m∗. If Claim E
holds for u + 1 then it is not difﬁcult to see that c(u + 1 + m∗) must be j0, a contradic-
tion. Hence if Claim D or Claim E holds for u (0um − 1) then Claim F must hold
for u+ 1.
It follows that Claim F holds for at least (m− 1)/2 vertices of [0,m], which implies that
at least (m − 1)/2 colors of c appear at least twice in Gm∗+m. Thus the number of colors
appear inGm∗+m is at mostm∗+m+1−(m−1)/2.Whilem∗+m+1−(m−1)/2< 3+2.
This contradicts to Lemma 2.1. 
Remark. It seems very difﬁcult to determine the exact values of c(Z,Dm,[k,k+i]) under
the conditions of Theorem 1.7 (a).
3. c(Z,D[l,m],k,s)
For simplicity, we write D[l,m],k,1 as D[l,m],k . And the subgraph of G(Z,D[l,m],k,s)
induced by the vertex set [i, j ] is denoted byG[i, j ]. If k= l or m then the case is the same
as Theorem 1.9. So we always assume l < k <m. When l = 2, the case is relatively easy.
We have the following theorem.
Theorem 3.1. Let k and m be two integers such that 2<k<m. If m = 2k − 1 then
f(Z,D[2,m],k) = c(Z,D[2,m],k) = k; and if m = 2k − 1 then f(Z,D[2,m],k) =
c(Z,D[2,m],k)= (m+ 2)/2.
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Proof. Assumem=2k−1.Consider the subgraphG[0,m]. It is easy to see that(G[0,m])=
2. By (1), f(Z,D[2,m],k)f(G[0,m])(m + 1)/2 = k. On the other hand, since
G(Z,D[2,m],k) is a subgraph of G(Z,Dm,k,1), by Theorem 1.1, c(Z,D[2,m],k)c
(Z,Dm,k,1)= k. Hence, by (1), f(Z,D[2,m],k)= c(Z,D[2,m],k)= k.
Next, we prove the latter case when m = 2k − 1. Consider the subgraph G[0,m +
1]. We ﬁrst show that (G[0,m + 1]) = 2. Clearly (G[0,m + 1])2. Suppose to the
contrary that (G[0,m + 1])3. Let {x1, x2, x3} (x1<x2<x3) be an independent set of
G[0,m+ 1]. Without loss of generality, assume x1 = 0. Then {x2, x3} ⊆ {1, k,m+ 1}. If
x3 = m + 1 then since m + 1 is adjacent to 1, x2 must be k. As m>k and m = 2k − 1,
x3 − x2 = m + 1 − k ∈ D[2,m],k , a contradiction. If x3 = k then clearly x2 = 1. As
k > 2, x3 − x2 = k − 1 ∈ D[2,m],k , again a contradiction. Hence (G[0,m + 1]) = 2 and
f(Z,D[2,m],k)f(G[0,m+1])(m+2)/2. On the other hand, sinceG(Z,D[2,m],k) is a
subgraph ofG(Z, {2, 3, . . . , m}), byTheorem1.9,c(Z,D[2,m],k)c(Z, {2, 3, . . . , m})=
(m+ 2)/2. Hence, by (1), f(Z,D[2,m],k)= c(Z,D[2,m],k)= (m+ 2)/2. 
We now turn to the more general case G(Z,D[l,m],k) for 3 l < k <m.
Theorem 3.2. Let l, k, and m be three integers such that 3 l < k <m. If l + 1 = k =
m− 1 and l is odd then f(Z,D[l,m],k)= c(Z,D[l,m],k)= 2; otherwise f(Z,D[l,m],k)=
c(Z,D[l,m],k)= (m+ l)/ l.
Proof. Suppose l + 1 = k = m − 1 and l is odd. Then G(Z,D[l,m],k) is bipartite and
f(Z,D[l,m],k)= c(Z,D[l,m],k)= 2.
Following we verify the ‘otherwise’ part of the theorem. Note that D[l,m],k ⊆ {l, l +
1, . . . , m}, byTheorem1.9,c(Z,D[l,m],k)c(Z, {l, l+1, . . . , m})=(m+l)/ l.According
to (1), we only need to prove that f(Z,D[l,m],k)(m+ l)/ l.
Consider the subgraphG[0,m+ l− 1]. Clearly (G[0,m+ l− 1]) l. In fact, we shall
show that (G[0,m+ l − 1])= l. Suppose to the contrary that (G[0,m+ l − 1]) l + 1.
LetA be an independent set ofG[0,m+ l−1]with l+1 vertices.Without loss of generality,
assume 0 ∈ A. ThenA ⊆ [0, l−1]∪ {k}∪ [m+1,m+ l−1]. IfA∩[m+1,m+ l−1]=∅
then A = [0, l − 1] ∪ {k}, which is a contradiction since k − 1 ∈ D[l,m],k . So we assume
that A∩ [m+ 1,m+ l − 1] = ∅. Put X=A∩ [0, l − 1] and Y =A∩ [m+ 1,m+ l − 1].
Since for each j ∈ [0, l − 1] we have j +m ∈ [m,m+ l − 1], j ∈ X implies j +m /∈Y .
It follows that |X ∪ Y | l. And then k must be in A because we have chosen |A| = l + 1.
Since k ∈ A and k−1, k−2, . . . , k− (k− l) ∈ D[l,m],k , we assert thatA∩[1, l−1]=∅
and [m+1,m+k−l]∩[m+1,m+l−1] ⊆ A. Followingwe shall show that if k = m−1 or
l+1 = k then [m+1,m+l−1] ⊆ A. If k−l l−1 then clearly this is true. So the remaining
case is k− l < l−1.When k = m−1, consider the vertex k− l+1, sincem+k− l ∈ A and
(m+k− l)− (k− l+1)=m−1/k, we conclude that k− l+1 /∈A andm+k− l+1 ∈ A.
Similarly, by considering the vertices k−l+2 andm+k−l+1,we can verify that k−l+2 /∈A
andm+k− l+1 ∈ A. Continuing in this way, we claim that [m+1,m+ l−1] ⊆ A.When
k=m− 1 and l+ 1 = k, sincem+ 1 ∈ A and (m+ 1)− (k− l+ 1)= l+ 1 = k, we have
k− l+ 1 /∈A and k− l+ 1 /∈A. And then by considering the verticesm+ 2 and k− l+ 2,
we can verify that k − l + 2 /∈A and m+ 2 ∈ A. Continuing in this way, we conclude that
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[m+ 1,m+ l − 1] ⊆ A. Since (m+ l − 1)− k ∈ [l, m], the fact that m+ l − 1 and k are
in A implies that (m+ l − 1)− k = k. It follows that (m+ l − 2)− k = k − 1 ∈ D[l,m],k .
This is a contradiction since m + l − 2 ∈ A. Therefore if k = m − 1 or l + 1 = k then
(G[0,m+ l − 1])= l. By (1), f(G(Z,D[l,m],k))f(G[0,m+ l − 1])(m+ l)/ l.
For the case when l + 1 = k = m − 1, if l is odd then we have done. So we assume l
is even. Suppose l = 2n for some n2. As G(Z, {2n, 2n + 2}) is the disjoint union of n
copies ofG(Z, {n, n+ 1}), by Theorem 1.9, f(Z,D[l,m],k)= c(Z,D[l,m],k)= 2+ 2/l=
(m+ l)/ l. 
The next result deals with the general case when s2.
Theorem 3.3. Let l, m, k, s be four positive integers such that l < k < sk <m. Suppose
ls + 1. If (s + 1)k ∈ [m + 1,m + l − 1] and l = s + 1 then f(Z,D[l,m],k,s) =
c(Z,D[l,m],k,s)= k; otherwise, f(Z,D[l,m],k,s)= c(Z,D[l,m],k,s)= (m+ l)/ l.
Proof. Consider the subgraphG[0,m+ l−1]. Clearly (G[0,m+ l−1]) l.We ﬁrst show
that except for the casewhen (s+1)k ∈ [m+1,m+l−1] and l=s+1, (G[0,m+l−1])=l.
Assume to the contrary, suppose A is an independent set of G[0,m + l − 1] with l + 1
vertices. Without loss of generality, we may assume 0 ∈ A. And then A ⊆ [0, l − 1] ∪
{k, 2k, . . . , sk} ∪ [m + 1,m + l − 1]. Since j + m is adjacent to j for any j ∈ [1, l − 1],
we have |A ∩ {j, j +m}|1. This implies that A ∩ ([0, l − 1] ∪ [m+ 1,m+ l − 1])| l.
As we assume |A| = l + 1, A ∩ {k, 2k, . . . , sk} = ∅.
Following we shall show that A ∩ {k, 2k, . . . , sk} = {k}. Assume to the contrary that
A∩{k, 2k, . . . , sk}={k}. Then since |A|= l+1, |A∩{j, j+m}|=1 for each j ∈ [1, l−1].
As k ∈ A, we have that 1, 2, . . . , k − l /∈A, which means m+ 1,m+ 2, . . . , m+ k − l ∈
A. Now consider the vertex k − l + 1. If k − l2 then m + 1 and m + 2 are in A.
Clearly d1 = (m + 1) − (k − l + 1) ∈ [l, m], d2 = (m + 2) − (k − l + 1) ∈ [l, m] and
{d1, d2} ∩ D[l,m],k,s = ∅. It follows that k − l + 1 /∈A and hence m + k − l + 1 ∈ A. If
k− l = 1 then l < (m+ 1)− (k− l + 1)=m− 1<m. If k− l + 1 ∈ A then we must have
m= sk + 1. This is a contradiction since m+ 1, k ∈ A and (m+ 1)− k = (s − 1)k + 2 ∈
D[l,m],k,s (note that k > l3). Thus k − l + 1 ∈ A and m + k − l + 1 ∈ A. Similarly,
we can prove that k − l + 2, . . . , l − 1 /∈A and m + k − l + 2, . . . , m + l − 1 ∈ A.
In other words, A = {0, k} ∪ [m + 1,m + l − 1]. However, this is a contradiction since
[(m+ 1)− k, (m+ l − 1)− k] ∩D[l,m],k,s = ∅. Hence A ∩ {k, 2k, . . . , sk} = {k}.
Let j be an integer in [2, s] such that jk ∈ A. Then clearly jk − 1, jk − 2, . . . , jk −
(k − 1) ∈ D[l,m],k,s . It follows that [1, l − 1] ∩ A = ∅ (note that k − 1> l − 1). And
A ⊆ {0, k, 2k, . . . , sk}∪[m+1,m+ l−1]. Since js, we have (m= l−1)−jk ∈ [l, m].
This implies that [(m + 1) − jk, (m + l − 1) − jk] ∩ D[l,m],k,s = ∅. That is at least one
vertex of [m+ 1,m+ l − 1] is adjacent to jk. Hence |A ∩ [m+ 1,m+ l − 1]| l − 2 and
|A ∩ {0, k, . . . , sk}|3. Suppose j ′(= j) ∈ [1, s] such that j ′k ∈ A. Let j∗ =min{j, j ′}.
Since l(m+ 1)− j∗k < (m= l − 1)− j∗km, it is easy to see that at most one vertex
of [m+ 1,m+ l− 1] is not adjacent to j∗k. As we assume |A| = l+ 1s+ 2, it holds that
|A ∩ [m+ 1,m+ l − 1]| = 1 and the only vertex in A ∩ [m+ 1,m+ l − 1] is of the form
tk for some ts + 1. So A= {0, k, 2k, . . . , sk, tk}.
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Ifm(s+1)k then there is a contradiction since tk− (t− s−1)k= (s+1)k ∈ D[l,m],k,s
and tk, (t − s − 1)k ∈ A. So we may assume that sk <m< (s + 1)k. If [m + 1,m +
l − 1] ⊆ [sk + 1, (s + 1)k − 1] then |A| = s + 1 l, a contradiction. Thus we assume
(s + 1)k ∈ [m + 1,m + l − 1]. It is clear that t must be s + 1. Since if ls + 2 then
|A| = s + 2 l, we may assume that l = s + 1. In fact, till now we have proved that
(G[0,m+ l−1])= l except for the case when (s+1)k ∈ [m+1,m+ l−1] and l= s+1.
By (1), f(Z,D[l,m],k,s)f(G[0,m + l − 1])(m + l)/ l. Since D[l,m],k,s ⊂ [l, m], the
‘otherwise’ part of the theorem follows from Theorem 1.9.
If (s+1)k ∈ [m+1,m+ l−1] and l=s+1 then we shall show that f(Z,D[l,m],k,s)c
(Z,D[l,m],k,s)=k. Firstly, sinceD[l,m],k,s ⊂ Dm,k,s , by Theorem 1.1, c(Z,D[l,m],k,s)k.
Now consider the subgraphG[0, (s+1)k−1].We verify that (G[0, (s+1)k−1])=s+1.
Let A be a maximum independent set of G[0, (s + 1)k − 1]. Without loss of generality,
assume 0 ∈ A. Clearly |A|s+1 andA ⊆ [0, l−1]∪{k, 2k, . . . , sk}∪[m+1, (s+1)k−1].
If there are two integers j1 and j2 with 1j1<j2s such that j1 and j2 are in A, then
since j1k is adjacent to each vertex of [m + 1, (s + 1)k − 1] and j2k is adjacent to each
vertex of [1, l − 1], we have |A|s + 1. Hence there is at most one integer j ∈ [1, s]
such that jk ∈ A. As for any i ∈ [1, l − 1], m + i is adjacent to i, we conclude that
A∩(0, l−1]∪[m+1, (s+1)k−1]| l=s+1. IfA∩{k, 2k, . . . , sk}=∅ then |A|s+1. Sowe
only need to deal with the case that there is exactly one integer j ∈ [1, s] such that jk ∈ A.
If 1<j < s then clearly jk is adjacent to each vertex of∩(1, l−1]∪[m+1, (s+1)k−1], and
hence |A|s+1. If j=1 thenA∩[m+1, (s+1)k−1]=∅ and a∩[1, k− l]=∅.Again we
have |A|s+1. The case j=s is similar to the case j=1. Thus (G[0, (s+1)k−1])=s+1.
By (1), f(Z,D[l,m],k,s)f(G[0, (s + 1)k− 1])(s + 1)k/(s + 1)= k. And the theorem
holds immediately. 
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